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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

8-25-2019 Balderdash Virus Killer! It was later picked up by a U.S company, The
Games Gang, and eventually became the property of Hasbro and finally Mattel. 
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8-25-2019 Tornado Nobel, 1 Click Amazon links to keeping it off the ground,
Boeing will have to tweek its 737 software again... 

8-25-2019 Today; AI Red light cameras in NYC 2,000 should have been made to
read your cell # and call you about speed approaching a school when it detects you
have no intention of slowing down or see the line of bike riders ahead. AI Red
Light Cameras with iPhone Chat also replace the NYC Street Cops on 52" monitors
and you are never pulled over with the iPhone iDash cam in your car. Your car will
not start if the cops are looking for you... 
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8-25-2019 Walking into Starbucks this is what you are Greeted by, and Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD, as everyone is a member of Starbucks Rewards to keep track of your
Rx Latte and all your Rx at Starbucks Rewards you can look up at any time. Check
your vision at Starbucks too. 

8-25-2019 Apple Watch is elegant, versatile and frequently gains new powers. It
can track the distance you run, measure the noise you hear on the street, record
your heartbeat, play your favorite tune and place a phone call. (Yes, it can even
tell time.) 
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8-25-2019 CIA Watch is even more Elegant and versatile!! Prince Andrew flew on
Jeffrey Epstein's 'Lolita express' private jet with a Russian model who was friends
with Trump. 

8-25-2019 Secret CIA Watch belongs to this Time of the Ford WindmillCAR.
“Given a choice, most companies would rather be in the position of Apple, which has
been innovating and successfully developing new products and bringing them to
market and getting consumers to buy them — than in the position of Casino, which
has been much less successful at that, even if it is selling some fine products.” 

8-25-2019 That makes the retro Casio watch even more special. It doesn’t belong
entirely to this time. 

8-25-2019 "In our Time of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Nursing Home's A/C never
ever fails. A dozen residents’ deaths were ruled homicides by a medical examiner
after the nursing home’s air-conditioners failed in 2017." By NICHOLAS BOGEL-
BURROUGHS and LAUREN HARD 
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8-25-2019 Secret CIA 'Watch' is more special than the Apple Watch. It does
belong to this time as like in the public domain like Win 10, Office, and Microsoft.
The retro Microsoft Time is over it's time to more on to publishing the Secrets on
1 Click Amazon links to its specs, code, and genius tutors to help you win a Nobel
in Computer Science OS - iPhone 6, and older iPhones, won’t be compatible with
iOS 13, the forthcoming version of Apple’s operating system. Owners of older
iPads will be in a similar predicament. And owners of new Apple Watches but older
iPhones won’t be able to update their watches unless they get a newer phone. Get
a New Win 10 that is from InventBook not Facebook. Use CIA face recognition at
the Qatar Trump Casino and the Prince Andrew Orgy to picture the Gates of hell,
caught on YouTube. 

8-25-2019 What feeds the Major's Soul? 

8-25-2019 The MD Major's Soul is feed by the next Nobel in Medicine! <

8-25-2019 The military Major's Soul is fed by killing the enemy! Hong Kong Gas
Bomb tossed at the police... Police Officers charged at demonstrators in Kwun
Tong, and protesters threw gasoline bombs at the police, gatherings light years
from our Time of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's selling by the millions in Hong Kong.
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8-25-2019 CIA Apple Watch. 99% crave an end to the Netanyahu era of killing
instead of Victory over Allah and Mecca with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 

8-25-2019 Tehran is a city of 14 million, and unregulated construction and
development have turned it into one of world’s worst places for traffic jams and
the resulting pollution. Major highways can resemble a parking lot with stalled
vehicles at any hour of the day. 
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8-25-2019 Tehran, a city of 14 million is rich in gasoline engine cars! All this, It
doesn’t belong entirely to this time. Of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and CIA Apple
Watch for Nobel IP invention projects on Inventbook. It doesn’t belong entirely to
this time... Facebook and Tehran, Mecca, Allah. Sirius Times to Watch. 

8-25-2019 Gravity remains one of the deepest mysteries in modern physics.
Modern Medicine Gravity of a Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer remains a POW of the
Military and Wounded Warriors seeking revenge for War's that gave the top brass
riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion from $4 Gas on the 4th of July. Gravity of
spending trillions on Navy War Ships and Subs instead of 100's of Hospital Ships
sinks what a sound mind should be. Red Light Cameras in Hospitals, ER's, Nursing
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Homes would change old ways of doing business. Same as 25 Trump Towers in Key
West for the Yale Key West Medical School. 

8-25-2019 1 Billion Peaches on a tree, how to you pick them? The Peaches Are
Sweet, but Growing Them Isn’t An annual picking trip to a California farm has
become a window into our daunting Pick 1 Billion Peaches work challenges. 1 Click
Amazon links to specs and genius tutors delivered in a day or two by Amazon will
make picking 1 Billion Peaches, 'Peachy' 

8-25-2019 How about writing up the "Invention Projects Vacation..." "How Guilty
Should You Feel About Your Vacation?" By SETH KUGEL "Could You Handle Family
Vacation With My Mom?" By ALYSSA LIMPERIS 

8-25-2019 "How the Department of Defense Bankrolled Silicon Valley" 

8-25-2019 "Why the Department of Defense Didn't Confiscate $7 Trillion from
"Oil" to Bankroll A Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer?" Same reasoning the Jewish Top
Brass Generals didn't drive the 1980 Ford WinmillCAR into Mecca and Bankrupt
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Allah for Centuries to come... thrill killers like the Blackwater guy in the Baghdad
Circle killing everyone they could. Art of the Diagnosis on thrill killers. "I see this
reflected in my day-to-day work. No diagnosis, apart from cancer, can as reliably
bring a woman to tears as an S.T.I. Especially when it’s herpes" Killings, murders
over who gave who herpes and STD's is off limits for Sunday's NY Times front
page for some reasoning. I would guess none of the Editors could get into Yale or
Harvard Medical School even if they had wanted to. Am I right? Weapons of
against the 'Virus' from the Department of Defense are not here today, Why?
Please tell me! Cravings and motive to kill the 'Virus' plague in our Times would
make the cover of Time Magazine and win you a Nobel in Medicine. by Dr. Jen
Gunter MD is an obstetrician and gynecologist practicing in California. "The Virus
Killer, Who Will He Be, How Will He Succeed?" 

8-25-2019 Balderdash Virus Killer!! It was later picked up by a U.S company, The
Games Gang, and eventually became the property of Hasbro and finally Mattel. 

8-25-2019 Balderdash rewards knowledge and creativity. Players are given a word
and they each write down what they think the definition is. This is the game that
used to be called Beyond Balderdash, which everyone recognized as being a ton
more fun than Balderdash. The difference is they took out the lame Significant
Dates category and added Laughable Laws. senseless talk or writing; nonsense.
"she dismissed talk of plots as “bunkum and balderdash." 

8-25-2019 Balderdash Virus Killer! It was later picked up by a U.S company, The
Games Gang, and eventually became the property of Hasbro and finally Mattel. 
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8-25-2019 "And that was it. Our relationship was over. I found myself dying of
cancer and unexpectedly single at 40. I didn’t know which was more terrifying." My
cancer isn’t going away. It’s being treated as a chronic disease. I’m definitely
going to die from it, if I don’t get hit by a bus. The "Bus" is the 1984 George
Orwell Bus of War not War on Cancer. Cancer would have been cured if Orwell had
refused to go to Vietnam. Your cancer and 1 million others who will die in 2019 of
cancer will go away, cured by the Rx Recipe Cancer Latte at Starbucks in every
stage in 8 Days. Miracle, Yes in a way. In the Real World as Kerry and the Yale
Kids would say it will take Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos Manhattan
Project costing $7 Trillion and hiring 100,000 cancer nuke scientist's. But its a
sure thing like the A-Bomb at Los Alamos. 

8-25-2019 Major is an artists in torture of war! "Since my cancer diagnosis six
years ago, I’ve had poison pumped into my veins, tubes threaded into my neck,
organs removed, radiation tattoos applied. I’ve shaved my head multiple times. I’ve
coughed up pieces of my esophagus. Doctors have given me a spinal tap and rooted
around my bone marrow with a needle." 

8-25-2019 Medieval kings of England - France! Modern King of Saudi Arabia with
$777 Trillion, the richest King every to walk the Earth, and of course all illegally
gained from Oil. Death isn’t an abstract concept. Wrong to the King with $777
Trillion dollars Death is an abstract concept. 4 Billion People on Earth, mostly Jews
want King Salman's Trillions. How will this Orwell Nobel Novel End? 
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8-24-2019 AI Red light cameras in NYC 2,000 should have been made to read
your cell # and call you about speed approaching a school when it detects you have
no intention of slowing down or see the line of bike riders ahead. AI Red Light
Cameras with iPhone Chat. 

8-24-2019 A camera was installed on West End Avenue on the Upper West Side
of Manhattan as part of a major expansion of a program in New York City to
discourage speeding near schools.CreditCreditJames Estrin/The New York Times 
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8-24-2019 Cop's writing a ticket, Officer Jason is just one of 1,001 fiery wrecks
writing a ticket on the side of the road so the top brass make a Florida Law Move
Over when you see the flashing lights ahead and now they move over to the right
and even more cops writing a ticket are crashed into... statistics of before the
Move Over law and after are censored by the NY Times. "Cop Killers" at the NY
Times. Ginsburg will sort this out, she is of sound mind. 

8-24-2019 Police commissioner, James P. O’Neill, long considered a “cop’s cop”
after a three-decade career in uniform got blood money and perks from Koch,
$100 Billion to keep gas engine cop cars on the side of the road writing tickets
instead of 2019 Ford WindmillCopCars and iPhone iDash Cam in all cars with iCop
and iTickets inside your car not pulled over on the side of the road in traffic with
no F-35 Radar Koch only wanted on F-35's as it cost more than the Ford $$$
$100 Billion in Cash buys a lot. Koch Oil and Gas! 
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8-24-2019 Police commissioner, Did O'Neill party with; David Koch Was the
Ultimate Climate Change Denier. How a playboy billionaire built a political army to
defend his fossil fuel empire, gas stations $$$ in times of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. By CHRISTOPHER LEONARD 

8-24-2019 Facebook not InventBook would have the Kindle super computer
simulation of this; Justice Ginsberg underwent focused pancreatic cancer radiation
treatment, and a bile duct stent was placed... 

8-24-2019 Politics of Star Wars; Sirius Aliens threaten a US Navy War Ships
from 8 light years. Posted on InventBook saying 1 invention away from sinking the
US Navy. This U.S. Warship Threatens Iran (From 600 Miles Away) “We recognize
that tensions are high, and we don’t want to go to war,” said Capt. William Reed, a
fighter pilot who commands the ship’s air wing. 

8-24-2019 Red Light Cameras AI on the Sidewalks well as intersections... next
generation high tech. 
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8-24-2019 Ring Cameras for all Homes, Shops like Starbucks, Whole Foods, Bars
and Strip Clubs, gas stations. 

8-24-2019 iPhone + its Cameras in a check out lane at Whole Foods... 

8-24-2019 Smart technology can make it easier to keep tabs on your home... 

8-24-2019 Smart technology can make it easier to keep tabs on your car parked
across the street or city... cams and motion detection that text you and you can
aim a cam at your bike with motion detection, text alerts and chat. 

8-24-2019 Smart technology can make every Parked Car with cameras and motion
detection watching you walk or bike by. Hit and run into a park car high tech text
and video of the accident from a dozen cars in the area. 

8-24-2019 Smart technology can make it easier to keep tabs on your home when
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you’re on vacation, but it also makes it harder to really get away. Cops too - she
received a text from her home security system in Maplewood, N.J., three hours
away, that someone had opened the front door. Ms. Ward and her husband,
Patrick, flew into a panic, spending the next half-hour on their phones, scrolling
through security-camera images until they found a shot of the dog walker leaving
the house with the family pet. He had just come at an unexpected time. Cops read
the text and looked at the video in less than a minute to see the dog walker.
Missing your cat? Chat with her and dole out treats with a video camera like
PetChatz, which can also let a lonely pet sell, hear and meow at you. And your
remote play toys. ...a shout-out from your Ring doorbell that the mail was
delivered just adds to the glut of pings... and who the mail is from. Read the
letter with the mail opener robot. And the only thing moving in the backyard is the
same stray cat that always triggers the motion-detection camera. 

8-24-2019 Smart Red Light Cameras with AI not just for Traffic but Traffic
going into and out of the store. Arresting a man for selling loose and untaxed
cigarettes outside Starbucks caught on the Red Light Camera would ring the cell
phone in his pocket, tell him his debit card has been charged $100 fine and his car
will not start until he reports walking to the police station with all the cigarettes. 

8-24-2019 Ring Cameras for Shops like Starbucks, Whole Foods, Bars and Strip
Clubs will react like the Smart AI Red Light Cameras for Shops. Both will have 52"
monitors that can zoom and chat with you, call you on the cell in your pocket do a
background check at the same time and debit your bank for any find. No court
date is needed as the Courts are all on cell phone chats. All the security going into
the court room out of date and the court house out of date too as GPS on your
cell and you debit card is all thats needed in AI Smart Red Cam Times. 

8-24-2019 After Pantaleo, Wary N.Y.P.D. Officers Say No One Has the Smart
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AI Red Light Cameras on the Sidewalks and Shops - alienating his own police force,
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Move over law writing a ticket on the side or the
road is stupid as could be coming from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Secret files
on rear ended collisions writing a ticket on the side of the road are classified for a
good reason. And censored from the front page picture in the NY Times. 

8-24-2019 No one has their backs; really how about the fiery wreck in the middle
of writing a ticket. If we knew the statistic this would be a stimulus not wanted by
Trump. "She added that the escalation of the Garner arrest that led to the choke
hold is indicative of the longstanding macho culture in the department. “I promise
you, Eric Garner would be alive today if they’d sent two women to arrest him,” she
said." 

8-24-2019 No one arrested the Bone Saw Prince Salman or the Koch Brothers Oil
Empire. Officer Jason burned in a fiery wreck in the middle of writing a ticket on
the side of the road would be alive today with his wife and baby if some macho cop
would have arrested the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. They seem to have total
immunity, even from being "Cop Killers" even female cops will not make the arrest. 

8-24-2019 George Orwell's chapter on this would be interesting reading and win
someone a Nobel, grin. Daniel Pantaleo, Officer Who Held Eric Garner in Choke
hold, Is Fired Aug. 19, 2019. Officer in ‘I Can’t Breathe’ Choke hold Was
‘Untruthful,’ Judge Says. Judge the iPhone iDash Cam iCop in your Car. iTickets.
Year before the choke hold these inventions taking hold the day of the choke hold.
All 2019 FordWindmillCopCars in 2019. Smart AI Red light cameras track the same
red light runner for miles and miles debiting his debit card and then when he parks
not letting him start his car for 30 days no jail time you can not drive a car for
30 days. 
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8-24-2019 Facebook not InventBook - Forget the Law Books!! This is why the Yale
and Harvard Law School Campus should be closed, then given to the Yale and
Harvard Medical Schools. Justice Ginsburg has repeatedly vowed to stay on the
court as long she is of sound mind and body. K-9 found dead in Long Beach
officer's hot patrol car! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's have A/C 24/7. Sound Minds
getting into hot gas engine cars... 

8-24-2019 Ginsburg in sound mind watching thousands of these Youtube Videos;
Turkey’s ruling party has vowed to tackle violence against women and children after
the brutal killing of a woman in front of her 10-year-old daughter appalled the
country... and Mary Kenned hanging in the Kennedy Barn while her 5 kids watched
the Judge spend his bribe from their dad. 

8-24-2019 She is not of Sound Mind with a Bone Saw Prince Salman best friends
on Facebook with Trump. Pancreatic cancer accounts for about 3 percent of all
cancers in the U.S., and about 7 percent of all cancer deaths. Trump-Salman have
$777 Trillion enough to finance a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project for
Cancer's. Sound Mind forget this right so Ginburg is not of a sound mind or body.
Some 56,770 Americans will be diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 2019; about
45,750 will die of it, according to the American Cancer Society. Ginburg would be
of sound mind if 45,000 were buried at Arlington in 2019. Who Cares What
Celebrities Think About Vaccines? Ginsburg vaccines made public. Not of a sound
mind; Keystone XL Pipeline Plan Is Approved by Nebraska Supreme Court and
Florida Supreme Court did not Approve the Yale Key West Medical School with 25
Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships were the 25 subs use to be docked. The
Truman Waterfront. The Little White House. Trump in secret is building the Trump
Tower White House next to the current 12 Volts White House and the New Trump
Tower White House will have 1 Trillion Volts. Sound minds put F-35 Radar on all
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cars and roads, didn't because of cost. Young Texas Couple Weds, Then Dies in
Car Crash Just Minutes Later. A young couple who had dated off and on since they
were in eighth grade got married in the southeast Texas town of Orange on Friday
afternoon. Five minutes ... 

8-24-2019 Ginsburg Hotel; The attorneys general in Washington, D.C., and
Nebraska filed separate but similar lawsuits this summer against two big hotel
chains, accusing them of deceiving travelers by failing to include the resort fees in
their published room rates, making it hard for consumers to compare rates when
booking online. The suits allege that the hotels’ “deceptive and misleading” pricing
practices violate consumer protection laws. The suits, brought against the Marriott
and Hilton chains. $3 Billion. Hotels collected nearly $3 billion in resort and other
fees and surcharges in 2019. Fees range from $9 to $95 per day at Marriott, and
$15 to $45 a night at Hilton hotels, the suits said. 

8-24-2019 1 Click Amazon on vaccine recipes you can read about. Who Cares
What Celebrities Think About Vaccines. 1 Click Amazon on vaccine recipes you can
read... on your Kindle. 

8-24-2019 

8-23-2019 Starbucks-InventBook Not FaceBook by Dr. Lisa Sanders, M.D. 1 Click
Amazon links to abnormal granulomas cause Miracle Cure! Heart! Scan your


